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Introduction 
Welcome to Matrix VI: Villainous Edition! We’re 
tickled to have you here and we’re certain we have 
plenty of sly offerings that will make your time with 
us devilishly delightful. Please peruse this 
introduction and the full program to identify the 
presentations, entertainment, food, and games that we 
are offering this year. View this program online at 
http://villainousedition.wordpress.com/program.

Registration Hours - The Registration Desk will be 
open according to this schedule: 
Friday 4:00 PM – 9:00 PM 
Saturday 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM 
Sunday 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
If you arrive after the table closes, there will be a 
phone number for you to call so you can register.
 
Please note that you must have your badge displayed 
whenever you are entering the various RG rooms.

Parking is free to anyone at the hotel. 

Attire is casual but you must wear more than under-
garments! Villainous attire is ok if it conforms to 
this. We request that any weapons that are carried or 
worn as part of costumes be clearly fake/inoperable.  
Please note that the hotel's firearms policy only 
permits active duty law enforcement officers to carry 
operable firearms on premises. Even so, those should 
never be part of a costume.

Photo release: Some people likely will be taking 
photos throughout the RG. Your attendance at the RG 
grants permission for them to take your photograph 
and for it to be used in future advertising for MWM 
and MWM's RG. To opt out, please request a form at 
Registration, fill it out, and place the appropriate 
sticker on your badge. 

Youth Track: Children are welcome at the RG. Ages 6-
12 have “Sunday seminars” scheduled, and the teens 
will have their own sectioned off area of Hospitality 
for socialization. All children under 16 years of age 
must have a parent or guardian on-site at all times. 
Children ages 16-17 may be left unattended if a 
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parent/guardian signs a permission slip and provides 
emergency contact information. 

Program Rooms: We'll be in Rockbridge, Layton, 
Chesapeake, and Potomac. Cirrus Ballroom AB is 
Hospitality and Cirrus Ballroom CD is the Games Room. 
All are on the hotel's main floor. 
 
Hospitality has plenty of food and drink from opening 
on Friday at 4:00 PM to closing on Sunday at 2:00 PM. 
To comply with VA law, alcohol will not be available 
from 2:00 – 6:00 AM each day.

Game Room: This is a great place to chill and meet 
new or long-time friends while playing something. We 
have a large collection of games, and even some games 
that are being temporarily donated by attendees for 
use at the RG. Please treat the games with respect 
and avoid bringing in snacks that could cause damage 
to the games. No one likes damaged or incomplete 
games. There will also be a box for “orphan pieces” 
where attendees can place pieces that get separated 
from their game and attendees don't know what games 
they came from. Also, note, unless you personally own 
the game, ALL games MUST remain in the Game Room. 

Special Events – Please note the following: 

Murder Mystery: Throughout the weekend, a certain 
someone will be “killing off” RG attendees. Everyone 
is a suspect, everyone is a potential victim. See 
separate hand-out for further information.

Art Contest: If you are submitting one or more 
pieces, please bring them to the Registration Desk 
during their open hours after 6:00 PM on Friday along 
with your $5/piece entry fee. See separate hand-out 
for more info.

Chocolate Orgy: We're bringing back homemade items! 
If you have something you want to make, given limits 
in our contract, we need to serve those in a guest 
room. Let us know in advance, if possible, if you're 
bringing one of your own creations.
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Parade of Costumes: We'd love to see your wicked 
side. Saturday night, we'll have time for you to show 
your villainous version in all its costumed glory.

Smoking - only permitted at designated outdoor areas

Fox Imaging and authors: Fox Imaging (a.k.a the Mensa 
Store) will be on-site, selling games and other 
wares, some at considerable discounts. Also, some of 
our presenters will be selling copies of their books, 
etc. during the weekend. Consider stopping by those 
tables outside of Hospitality and purchasing 
something. Cash preferred.

Volunteers: We have plenty of opportunities for you 
to be our minions! See the Registration Desk for 
volunteer sign-up sheets for specific needs that have 
not yet been met. We have various prizes that we'll 
be raffling to volunteers. The more you volunteer, 
the better your chances. Consider ‘pitching in’ if 
you notice something that could help us out.

Finally, please note the names on the back page. 
These are the 2014 RG Committee members and they have 
worked exceptionally hard this year. Please let them 
know that you appreciate their effort. 

Jess Byron & Jared Levine 
2014 MWM RG Co-Chairs 

Schedule of Events 
Friday, May 16, 2018

 
4:00 PM Registration Opens Cirrus Foyer
Hospitality and Games Room Open Cirrus AB / Cirrus CD

5:30 – 6:45 PM The Tale of Rockbridge
the Dueling Neurosurgeons

Presenter: Sam Kean
Phantom limbs. Viruses that eat patients' memories. 
Blind people who see through their tongues. Stroke 
victims who can't speak but can still sing. Until 
very recently, scientists had only one way to study 
the brain: wait for misfortune to strike and see how 
people's minds were transformed after. The stories of 
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these people's lives laid the foundations of modern 
neuroscience; “New York Times” bestselling author Sam 
Kean returns and recounts the best of these in his 
new book, The Tale of the Dueling Neurosurgeons.

6:00 – 7:30 PM Chocolate Orgy Set-Up Hospitality
We need many people to set up for this sweet time. 
Please seek out host Rachel Bethe to find out how you 
can help pull off this traditional MWM program. Some 
help will be needed in Hospitality (for store-bought 
items) and some in Room ___ (for any homemade items).

6:00 – 8:00 PM Dinner Hospitality
Have a good time enjoying a Red, Hot & Blue BBQ meal. 

6:00 – 9:00 PM Art Contest Entry/Drop-Off Registration
Bring your artwork/crafts and $5/piece entry fees to 
Registration during Registration Hours. All entries 
will be set out with voting starting on Saturday.

7:00 – 8:15 PM Wildlife Photography: Rockbridge
The Basics

Presenters: DK Hawk (DK Hawk Photography) and Rose 
Atiyeh (Rrrose Pix Photography)
We will talk about places in and around Maryland that 
are great for photographing wildlife. We will also go 
into habitat and knowing your subject.

7:00 – 8:15 PM Behavioral Economics of Dating Layton
Presenter: Victoria Fineberg, PE, SM-IEEE, CISSP 
Victoria has been fascinated with behavioral 
economics (BE) for several years. BE is an emerging 
field of economics in which cognitive biases 
identified in social psychology are applied to the 
study of judgment and decision-making. But of course, 
human biases are not limited to pure economics. After 
publishing a paper on Behavioral Economics of 
Cybersecurity (BEC), Victoria decided to put BE to 
BED. This talk on BED extends BE findings to various 
stages of dating, ranging from selecting partners to 
interpersonal dynamics and to the bed itself.

7:00 – 10:00 PM Poker Tournament Chesapeake
Host: Joe Haber
Are you feeling lucky? Then join Joe and others in an 
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either “play money” or “real money” ($10 buy-in) 
poker tournament (to be decided by the players). The 
game will be either Texas Hold-em or Omaha Hold-em. 

7:30 – 9:00 PM Chocolate Orgy! Room ___ + Hospitality
Host: Rachel Bethe
Come enjoy some delectably devilish delights. 
(Homemade in Room ___, store-bought in Hospitality.) 
If, by some dastardly miracle, there are leftovers at 
the end, seek them out in Hospitality.

8:30 – 10:30 PM Esbats. Full Moon Ritual Rockbridge
Presenter/Officiant: Reverend Tristan Wolfheart
Ever wonder why the Moon seems to be associated with 
witches in popular images and literature? We will 
provide an overview of the relationship witches and 
other Pagan group members have with the various lunar 
cycles. Afterwards, you are invited to attend a Full 
Moon ritual, officiated by Reverend Wolfheart.

8:30 – 9:45 PM Fishbowl (ADULT ONLY) Layton
Hosts: Herb Guggenheim & Leslie Carroll
In this classic Mensa activity, we form into male and 
female groups. Each generates questions to pose to 
the opposite sex. (Questions are frank and often deal 
with explicit subject matter.) We then form two 
concentric rings, male and female; halfway through, 
they switch. Each group leader asks the other group's 
questions. Males speak among themselves while females 
observe, and vice versa; it is as though you are 
looking into a fishbowl. This activity is 
informative, sometimes hilarious, and always fun!

8:30 – 9:45 PM Theater & Improv Games Potomac
Presenter: Tim Perales-Tracy
Challenge your body, engage your mind, and improve 
your supervillain skills! The games are fun and 
entertaining for all ages, whether you're working on 
your stealth skills or honing in on your ultra-fast 
reflexes responding to nonsense questions. We'll play 
games like Bibbity Bibbity Bop, Key Ninja, Night at 
the Museum, and Party Quirks to sharpen your improv 
skills and prepare you for the stage.
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10:00 – 11:15 PM Charades Layton
Host: Dave Cahn
Discover your inner mime. Act out titles, quotations, 
gag sayings, punchlines, etc., using simple gestures 
and pantomime – whatever it takes to get the idea 
across before time runs out. Our non-competitive 
format is fun for newcomers and experienced players 
alike. Instructions provided before we start.

10:00 – 11:15 PM GenX and Y Meet & Greet Potomac
Host: Melissa Hershcopf
Come meet and mingle with your fellow GenXers (born 
1961-1981) and GenYers (born 1976-1995) who are 
attending the RG. Find out about upcoming events that 
both SIGs are planning, including plans for the AG.

10:00 PM - Midnight Private Pool Party Pool
Relax for a bit in the pool. Lifeguard on duty.

10:00 PM - Midnight Poker Game Games
Host: Joe Haber
Interested in playing? Please meet with Joe in the 
Games Room. This will be a real money game with a $20 
buy-in and it will be strictly dealer's choice poker. 

11:00 PM – 12:15 AM Friends of Bill W Rockbridge
Host: Debby M.
Meeting for members of any 12-Step program or anyone 
who thinks they may have an addiction problem.

Saturday, May 17, 2014

7:00 – 10:00 AM Good Morning! Hospitality
Enjoy a simple continental breakfast.

8:00 AM – 4:00 PM Art Contest Entry/ Registration
Drop-Off

Bring your artwork/craft entry and $5/piece entry fee 
to Registration during Registration Hours. All pieces 
will be set out, with voting starting at 4:30 PM.

8:30 - 11:00 AM MENSA Testing Potomac
Proctor: Debbie Hettler
Have family, friends, and/or colleagues who would 
like to join Mensa? Tell them to take the test. Sign-
in starts at 8:30 AM, the test itself starts at 9:00 
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SHARP. Bring $40 (or a hardcopy print-out of the pre-
paid voucher), a photo ID, and a couple of sharpened 
pencils. Minors age 14-17 must also have a signed 
permission slip. RSVP in advance with Testing 
Coordinator Bob Pugh preferred, but walk-ins heartily 
welcomed. We wish our future members the best! 

9:00 – 10:15 AM OCTO Puzzle Layton
Presenter: Doug Gardener
Doug Gardener, local puzzle and game inventor, will 
discuss the OCTO puzzle, a math and logic puzzle he 
invented and patented. Doug will cover the invention 
process, including false starts and lessons learned, 
patenting a puzzle, self-publishing, and challenges 
involved in trying to unleash a new puzzle on the 
world. The talk will also discuss the OCTO puzzle 
itself, its structure, rules, and solving tips and 
techniques. Doug will also talk briefly about the 
annual Arlington Puzzle Festival.

9:00 – 10:15 AM Friends of Bill W Chesapeake
Host: Debby M.
Meeting for members of any 12-Step program or anyone 
who thinks they may have an addiction problem.

10:00 AM – 1:00 PM FREE Caricatures Hospitality
This year's caricaturist is from Capital Artworks. 
Swing by when you get the chance and get a caricature 
of yourself (maybe as a villain?) free of charge! You 
may tip the artist but are not obligated to do so.

10:30 – 11:45 AM Locked and UNLoaded Rockbridge
Presenters: Adam Beslove and members of BLAMs 
BLAMs, Mensa's non-political firearms SIG, presents 
various technical aspects of firearms. Multiple 
displays will include: non-working guns, reloading, 
military firearms, the inner workings of semi and 
automatic firearms, target shooting competition, etc. 
For over a decade, Mensans of all political stripes 
have participated in BLAMs target shooting events 
without rancor or fuss. All are welcome, but please 
leave your politics at the door. Due to the nature of 
this program, we also request that attendees leave 
their personal firearms elsewhere and that minor 
children attend with a parent.
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10:30 AM - 1:15 PM Detecting Deception Layton
Presenter: Don Sheehan
Verbal and non-verbal deceptions are widely discussed 
in popular culture. Many people are aware of the 
signs of these types of deception. Unfortunately, 
lying villains often take other steps to mask the 
signs of their deception. Fortunately for law 
enforcement, the bad guys have not yet learned to 
conceal deception in their writing. During this 
presentation you will learn (and practice) how to 
detect deception in written communications.

Disclaimer: This presentation is not endorsed by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the presenter is not 
speaking on behalf of the FBI, and all reporters 
present, as a condition of their attendance, must 
agree not to attribute anything said during the 
presentation to the FBI.

10:30 – 11:45 AM An Encore Presentation Chesapeake
Presenter: Dave Aronson
No, not a rerun, but a presentation about the musical 
game making a resurgence in Mensa. Dave, member of 
multiple AG champion Encore teams, will teach you how 
to play Encore in various styles, from an informal 
"Social Activity", through "Normal Game" and "Mensan 
Game", to formal "Tournament", along with strategy. 

11:30 AM – 1:15 PM Boggle Tournament Potomac
Hosts: JJ Armour & Ken Kaufman
Good at finding words in a tight jumble of letters? 
Compete to see who's top of the heap in finding words 
at least 4 letters long in a 5x5 grid. Rules will be 
explained in advance. Pre-rolled boards will be 
provided by 6-time national crossword champion Doug 
Hoylman. See how your word lists compare with his.

Noon – 1:15 PM Solar Effects on Rockbridge
Communications Environments

Presenter: John Patterson, Ph.D.
Our world is increasingly interconnected by 
computers, satellites, and other communications 
systems. Each system has unique vulnerabilities that 
leave them open to attack; all of them have one 
common vulnerability: the sun. Solar storms have had 
devastating effects on satellites and ground-based 
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systems. We will examine solar physics and the 
effects of solar weather on communication systems.

Noon – 1:15 PM Travel to Extreme Latitudes: Chesapeake
The North and South Geographic Poles

Presenter: Ken Levine
Though tens of thousands of tourists visit Antarctica 
every year, few have reached the Geographic South 
Pole. According to Adventure Network Int'l, as of the 
Antarctic winter of 2003, that number was fewer than 
500; Ken was #491. He will discuss his experiences 
and show slides from his trips to the South Pole in 
January 2003, and to the North Pole in September 
2004. Ken has been to Antarctica three times and 
south of the Antarctic Circle twice. He has been 
north of the Arctic Circle four times. We may also 
discuss more conventional trips to the Polar areas. 

Noon – 2:00 PM Lunch Hospitality
You don't need Metro cards; enjoy Subway sandwiches.

1:30 – 2:45PM The Metrics of Relationships Rockbridge
Presenter: Mel Schnapper, Ph.D.
Have you ever had an argument with a loved one that 
you weren’t loving, attentive, or considerate enough, 
etc.? BUT, no one ever defined the terms: loving, 
attentive, considerate. Well, your prayers will be 
answered by Mel, author of Value-Based Metrics for 
Improving Results. Come to this presentation with a 
friend, lover, spouse, parent, child and you will 
have the opportunity to actually create some metrics 
that we all use, however unconsciously, on a daily, 
if not hourly, basis.

1:30 – 2:45 PM Society for Creative Anachronism Layton
Presenters: Lady Avice Claremond & Gabrell Fairclaugh
Step into a world of chivalry, art, and camaraderie 
shared by over 100,000 who seek a living history 
experience. Armored knights locked in combat, 
artisans under brightly-colored pavilions, and 
friends nearby dressed in period clothing, all with 
Renaissance music playing softly in the background. 
The SCA is a not-for-profit educational organization 
dedicated to the study of the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance. Members learn about the eras they 
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recreate through research, by wearing the clothing of 
the time, and actually doing the activities, crafts, 
arts, and sciences practiced between 600 and 1600 AD.

1:30 – 2:45 PM Crafts Meeting Chesapeake
Host: Jess Byron
Informal gathering of anyone who wants to bring a 
craft (knit, crochet, cross-stitch) and hang out 
working on it. Consider entering the art contest! 

1:30 – 2:45 PM Mind Games® Potomac
Hosts: Ken Kaufman & JJ Armour
Last month, over 200 Mensans gathered for the annual 
Mind Games event, where they rated 55 new games and 
voted five to receive the Mensa Select® seal. Ken and 
JJ attended and will talk about their experiences at 
the event, the winning games, and any trends they 
observed in this year's crop. We hope to have a few 
games from this year's Mind Games in the Games room. 
Anyone else who attended is welcome to chime in with 
their impressions.

3:00 – 4:15PM Understanding Problem Members Rockbridge
Presenter: Herb Guggenheim, LCSW-C
Whether because they're loud, argumentative, or 
litigious, some in our organization get labeled 
"problem" members. Others avoid getting labeled but 
are, themselves, the purveyors of just as many (if 
not more) organizational problems. Why do some 
members get labeled while others do not? What are the 
various types of problem members? How do we 
understand problem members within the context of a 
free and open organizational culture? Join Herb for 
this provocative discussion.

3:00 – 4:15 PM Mini-Museum Layton
Presenter: Hans Fex
Hans is the inventor of the mini-museum, a pocket-
sized collection of rare specimens from earth and 
beyond. The mini-museum project is a 35-year journey 
from childhood dream to blockbuster Kickstarter 
success. Hans will give behind-the-scenes insight 
about the project and the incredible specimens he’s 
gathered over a lifetime. To learn more about the 
project, please visit minimuseum.com
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3:00 – 5:45 PM Trivia Tournament Chesapeake
Presenters: JJ Armour & Ken Kaufman
Have all the answers? Come play a general knowledge 
pub-style trivia game against your fellow Mensans. 

3:00 – 4:15 PM Meet the Communications Officer Potomac
Presenter: Marc Lederman
Marc serves as American Mensa (AML)'s Communications 
Officer, one of four appointed voting positions on 
AML's Board of Directors. The Communications Officer 
is charged with policy oversight of the Bulletin, AML 
Website, Online Community, American Mensa Facebook 
Group, and other internal Mensa communications 
vehicles. Stop by, meet Marc, and find out more about 
his responsibilities and ongoing projects.

4:30 – 5:45 PM Carmina Burana Rockbridge
Host: Dave Cahn
Sing along with (or just listen to) a recording of 
the bawdy, lustful songs of Carl Orff's Carmina 
Burana. You don't need a good voice to enjoy this. 
Lyrics (in Medieval Latin, Middle High German, and 
Old Provençal) will be provided. If you have a copy 
of the score, please feel free to bring it.

4:30 – 5:45 PM Ask the Gemologist Layton
Presenter: Joe Haber
This program will begin with an overview of gemology 
and an introduction to the three basic tools of the 
trade: the loupe, dichroscope, and Chelsea Filter. If 
time permits, you will also learn how to use them. 
You'll also hear about the highlights of the recent 
Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. There will be a question 
and answer session where attendees can ask any 
questions regarding gems, minerals, jewelry, etc. 

4:30 – 5:45 PM Art Contest: Vote Potomac
Host: Tara Travia, winner 2013 MWM RG Art Contest
Look at all of the art/crafts submitted for the 2nd 
Annual MWM RG Art Contest. Vote for the pieces you 
like the best. Categories will be based on the number 
of entries submitted. Winners will be revealed before 
the Keynote Speech and will be featured in an 
upcoming issue of CapitalM. Rules at Registration.
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6:00 – 8:00 PM Separate-Purchase Dinner Hospitality
Tonight's dinner buffet will be served outside 
Hospitality. If you purchased the meal separate from 
your RG registration, please serve yourself and come 
sit inside Hospitality. The hotel is preparing Caesar 
salad, rolls, Herb-Roasted Chicken, Vegan Chili 
Lentil Shepherd's Pie with Sweet Potato Crust, 
vegetables, and tiramisu. If you didn't purchase the 
meal, there is plenty of time to grab dinner in the 
hotel restaurant or elsewhere nearby.

7:30 – 7:45 PM Parade of Costumes Hospitality
Make sure to finish your dinner and change into your 
best (evilest?) costume to show off for all gathered. 

8:00 – 9:00 PM Keynote Hospitality
Speaker: Detective Sergeant Joseph Blozis
Joseph Blozis has seen villains - the worst of the 
worst. Throughout his career, Blozis has managed more 
than 2,500 crime scenes, including more than 1,000 
homicides. The now retired Detective Sergeant was on 
scene on September 11, 2001 as both towers collapsed 
and was immediately assigned to “Ground Zero” until 
May 2002. Joe's story is about more than the biggest 
crime scene in history; it is about the heroic effort 
to search for evidence in pursuit of justice.

9:15 – 10:45 PM Occultorium Rockbridge
Host: Tara Travia
Wonder what the future holds for you and your evil 
plans? Want to get a head's up on your nemesis? Need 
advice on how to rule the world AND get the girl? Ask 
your questions to our experienced tarot card readers 
and fortune tellers to see what the future holds!

9:15 – 10:15 PM Carnelli Layton
Carnelli Master: Marty Blumsack
This game of linkages was created years ago by long-
term MWM member Jan Carnell. Try to connect titles of 
"copyrightable" works via wordplay or major linkage, 
sometimes even via egregious puns. Rules will be 
explained before we start playing, and we'll likely 
have a practice round to iron out any kinks. 

9:15 – 10:15 PM Meet the Keynote Speaker Chesapeake
Do you have questions for Joseph Blozis following the 
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Keynote? Meet with him here and learn some more!

9:15 – 10:15 PM RVC2 Meet and Greet Potomac
Host: Region 2 Regional Vice Chairman Cam Smart
Join our RVC to hear about March's Board meeting and 
address topics of concern for July's Annual Meeting. 
Considering volunteering at the local or national 
level? This is an opportunity to ask questions.

10:00 PM - Midnight Poker Game Games
Host: Joe Haber 
If interested in playing, please meet with Joe in the 
Games Room. This will be a real money game with a $20 
buy-in and it will be strictly dealer's choice poker. 

10:30 PM – ? Cancellation Layton
Hearts Tournament

Hosts: JJ Armour & Ken Kaufman
A Mensa tradition, the most chaos you can have with 
52, er, 104 cards. Yes, it's a two-deck cancellation 
hearts free-for-all, where you can once more prove 
the adage, “it is better to give than receive.”

10:30 – 11:45PM M-Passioned Ms (ADULT ONLY) Chesapeake
Presenter: Michelle Carnes, Ph.D.
Back again! Laugh, learn, and test your sex trivia 
knowledge with Mensa's favorite sex toy anthropologist. 
See the latest in toy technology and treat yourself 
to confidential sexy shopping in a fun atmosphere.

10:30 – 11:45 PM Encore Tournament Potomac
Host: Dave Aronson
Yes, it's that game again! You've been taught various 
styles, so now let's try them. We'll start with a 
brief informal session, then move on to "Normal 
Game", "Mensan Game", and "Tournament". Please sign 
up for a team on the sheet in the Games Room. 

11:00 PM – 12:30 AM Libertarianism Rockbridge
Presenter: Stanley Korn
Libertarianism is the political philosophy according 
to which a person should be allowed to do as he/she 
pleases if his actions do not harm others or put them 
at risk of harm. We will compare the positions held 
by libertarians with those held by liberals and 
conservatives, and show how most major societal 
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problems, including unemployment, inflation, and the 
budget-busting rate at which entitlement costs are 
increasing, are the result of government policies, 
and can be solved by the libertarian approach. 

Sunday, May 18, 2014

8:00 – 10:00 AM Good Morning! Hospitality
Enjoy a simple continental breakfast.

9:00 – 10:00 AM Sunday Morning Coffeehouse Layton
Are you a poet, storyteller, or singer? Do you have a 
talent you're willing to share? Are you an aficionado 
of the arts? Grab some coffee from Hospitality and 
come see how your fellow Mensans express their inner 
selves. No scheduled act, just whoever shows up.

10:00 – 10:15 AM Murder Mystery – Solved Layton
Presenter: RG “Murderer” and mystery writers
So, whodunnit? Want to find out who was the dastardly 
devil who offed our attendees during the weekend? 
Stop by and find out how it all fit together, and see 
who (if anyone) actually sleuthed the solution.

10:30 – 11:45 AM Name That Villain Layton
Presenter: Jared Levine
Like watching movies with good guys and bad guys? Can 
you recognize the bad guys just by some dialogue? 
Compete for bragging rights about who can name the 
villains. I'll play brief clips from ~50 movies, you 
need to name the villain and movie. Teams of up to 4 
people recommended. Clips from iconic to obscure.

10:30 – 11:45 AM Paths to Ecstasy Chesapeake
Presenter: Tara Trivia, Ph.D.
With the rise in popularity of events like Burning 
Man, legalization of marijuana, and endless designer 
drugs, one might think the spiritual pursuit of 
ecstasy is dead. Not true. Join in a discussion of 
tribal technology made modern through Alchemical Fire 
Circles, Yoga Trance Dance, and Kirtan, which 
encourage full-contact participation, pushing out of 
one’s comfort zones, and the exploration of community 
while clean and sober in service of bringing oneself 
closer to connecting with Bliss. 
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10:30 – 11:45 AM Home and Personal Care Potomac
with Essential Oils

Presenters: Colleen McCartney and Stephanie Seger
Find a simple, healthier, and cheaper solution for 
more effective health and home care. Modern day 
medicine tends to only treat the symptoms and often 
just masks them instead of finding the root cause of 
the problem. Prescription drugs are made from 
isolated synthetic agents designed to mimic natural 
substances. In contrast, nature’s medicine helps 
support the body by minimizing symptoms and 
addressing root causes. Learn about essential oils 
and what they can do for you and your family.

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM Lunch Hospitality
No siestas after you have lunch from Anita's “New 
Mexico Style” Mexican food, there are more programs!

Noon – 1:15 PM AG Boston 2014 Layton
Presenter: Nancy Farrar
It's not too late... come have a revolutionary time 
in the "Hub of the Universe" with your Mensa family. 
Programing will focus on all the best that Boston has 
to offer: education, history, sports, museums, 
politics, music, science, arts, and so much more! 
Tours of the city and around New England will round 
out a great vacation experience. And what could be a 
better time to be in Boston than over Independence 
Day? Make a pilgrimAGe and join us from 2-6 July 2014 
for an event to remember!

Noon – 1:15 PM Fear, Crime, and Homicide: Chesapeake
Who Is Scared, Who Kills, Who Dies

Presenter: Jessamyn Tracy
Are you scared of crime? What drives your fear? And 
are your fears reasonable, based on the data? Take a 
quick tour of national crime victimization data and a 
more detailed look at FBI homicide statistics. On the 
way we'll talk about some famous cases, serial 
killers, liars, shoplifters, and other characters in 
the popular imagination. You'll even pick up some 
tools to better assess your risk of victimization.

Noon – 1:15 PM Foundation Fighting Blindness Potomac
Presenter: Stephen Rose, Ph.D., Chief Research Officer
The Foundation Fighting Blindness is the world’s 
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largest non-governmental funder of retinal disease 
research. Its urgent mission is to drive the research 
that will provide preventions, treatments, and cures 
for people affected by retinitis pigmentosa (RP), 
macular degeneration, Usher syndrome, and the entire 
spectrum of retinal degenerative diseases which 
affect over 10 million Americans, expected to double 
by 2020. Foundation-funded researchers are achieving 
remarkable success with a wide range of promising 
therapies for saving and restoring sight including 
gene therapy, retinal cell transplants, nutritional 
and pharmaceutical therapies, and visual prosthetics.

1:30 – 2:45 PM Metabolomics Layton
Presenter: Evagelia Laiakis, Ph.D.
Metabolomics is the study of small molecules 
(metabolites, <1kDa) and of chemical processes. It is 
an interdisciplinary science, bringing together the 
expertise of biochemistry, analytical chemistry, and 
statistical approaches. Untargeted metabolomic 
profiling aims to identify and quantify all small 
molecules in cells, tissues, and easily accessible 
biofluids (e.g., urine and blood). Targeted 
metabolomics investigates specific metabolites and 
biochemical pathways. Applications include developing 
biomarkers in cancer, early onset Alzheimer’s, and 
exposure to toxic chemicals and ionizing radiation. 

1:30 – 2:45 PM Geek Jeopardy! Chesapeake
Presenter: Chris Yunkis
Do you love Jeopardy!®? Have you tried to get on the 
show? Now's your chance to participate! Come join us 
for trivia in a number of geeky categories - perhaps 
even some villains will show up.

1:30 – 2:45 PM Native Shrubs & Trees Potomac
Presenter: Carol Ivory
The yard of a typical Northern Virginia home is 
landscaped with plants from Asia. Our open spaces are 
populated with “non-native invasives.” Our garden 
centers advertise “pest-free” cultivars. We've become 
disconnected from our native Virginia plants. How has 
this affected our birds and pollinators? How has it 
affected the aesthetics of our communities? This talk 
introduces the beauty and environmental benefits of 
trees and shrubs native to Loudoun County.
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2:00 PM HOSPITALITY & GAMES ROOM CLOSE
Programming continues but Hospitality and Games close 
to clear out by 4:00 PM. If you're not attending a 
program, we would LOVE the help packing up. You can 
still earn more chances to get one of our prizes!

Youth Track
Saturday, May 17, 2014

8:00 AM – 6:00 PM Registration, Lunch, Hospitality
Meet and Greet, Hang Out

Attend seminars, socialize, and assist setting up the 
Teen Tent, available to the teens until midnight.

6:00 – 9:00 PM Dinner, Costume Parade, Hospitality
and Keynote Speaker

See page 12 for details.

9:00 PM – MIDNIGHT Teen Tent Hospitality
Teens come hang out in our own sectioned off area, 
play some video games, and just chillax.

Sunday, May 18, 2014
Note: Today's Youth Track programs are for ages 6-12.
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM One-Day Registrations Registration

9:00 – 9:50 AM Center for Talented Rockbridge
Youth (CTY) Program 

Presenter: Ben Reynolds, Johns Hopkins University
JHU established CTY in 1979. CTY identifies young 
people of great academic promise through their annual 
Talent Search and strives to nurture their intellect 
and personal growth through CTYOnline courses, Summer 
Programs, and other services/resources. They are also 
a national voice that supports and encourages 
academic talent and achievement. Ben will present an 
overview of the CTY program and a sample activity in 
which everyone can participate.

10:00 – 10:50 AM Raptors and Birds of Prey Rockbridge
Presenter: Kent Knowles, Raptor Conservancy
The Raptor Conservancy is a private organization 
which rescues and cares for birds of prey in the NoVa 
area. Kent will discuss characteristics of various 
birds they have helped, some of which they have been 
able to return to the wild and others that remain at 
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their shelter and for which they continue to provide 
care. He will bring a number of live birds with him.

11:00 – 11:50 AM K-9 Demonstration Rockbridge
Presenters: Fairfax County Police K-9 Unit
K-9 teams serve as a valuable force multiplier in 
crime prevention. Their keen sense of smell allows 
them to track and apprehend people running from the 
police. They are also used to search for explosives 
or drugs and often help track and find lost children. 
A FCPD officer and K-9 partner will explain how the 
K-9 teams train and operate and demonstrate the K-9 
team's skills, outdoors if the weather cooperates. 
This should be a great chance to see something most 
villains don't want to see, a K-9 team at work!

Noon – 12:30 PM Lunch Hospitality

12:30 – 1:00 PM Improv Games Rockbridge
Presenter: Tim Perales-Tracy
Tim is a high school student and very active in MWM's 
activities. He has been cast in several school plays 
in both middle and high school. Tim will lead the 
group in a number of games used in the theater arts 
programs in which he's participated over the years.

1:00 – 1:50 PM Science Lab Rockbridge
There will be numerous stations set up around the 
room at which various science experiments will be 
demonstrated, scientific information will be 
presented, or the components will be available for a 
hands-on experience in conducting experiments.

2:00 – 2:50 PM Challenge Hour Rockbridge
We will have several individual and team thinking 
activities to “stretch” and test the minds of our 
youth participants.

3:00 – 3:50 PM Take-It-Apart/ Rockbridge
See How It Runs Workshop

Presenter: James Campbell
Young Mensans will be able to disassemble various 
small appliances and machines to see how they 
operate. Bring an appliance from home (with parents' 
approval!) or select from many that will be provided. 
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Villainous Edition 2014 Committee 

Chairs: Jess Byron & 
Jared Levine

Publicity: Jessamyn Tracy

Hospitality: Kris Martin & 
Chris Yuknis

Speaker Programs: Nancy McMahan-Farrar 

Keynote Wrangler: Timothy Perales-Tracy

Registration: Melissa Hershcopf &
Scott Emmel

Volunteer Coordinator: Karen Hatwell

Treasurer: Scott Emmel

Youth Track: Donna Campbell 

Hotel Liaison/Logistics: Jared Levine 

Security: Nancy McMahan Farrar

A/V Coordinators: Andrew Wheeler,
Ryan Barrett,
Ed Keenan &
Scott Emmel

MWM Webmaster: Dave Aronson

Some chocolate for the Chocolate Orgy donated by:

Fairfax Center, 9639 Fairfax Blvd., Fairfax, VA 22030

703-278-2627 www.CameronsChocolates.com

Providing the freshest and finest chocolate products 
while offering meaningful employment to adults with 
intellectual disabilities.
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